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Fire destroys professor's auto
Robert Jensen thought the parking
lot in the public service area would be a
safe place to leave his car while he went on
sabbatical to Stanford Unisersity in
California. He was wrong.
Jensen's car was found in a field behind
the PlCS building last Friday at 11:00 a.m..
by an unidentified man. He discosered the
interior of Jensen's '6.1 Oldsmobile filling
up with smoke, and ran to PICS. where a
secretary phoned the campus tire marshall.
Umsersity police and firefighters from the
campus and the town of Orono responded
to the scene. Before the fire was
extinguished. howeser. the whole interior
had been gutted. Damage is estimated
at S1.50(
The fire, according to Assitam Director
of Police and Safets. Brsan Hitches. was
"of a suspicious nature." An insestigation
hy the campus police is underway.
How eser. there are no leads at this time.
No one was seen around the car at the time
of the fire, and there was no usuable
fingerprints on the automobile after the
fire.
Any prints that might ha' been on the
door handles were smudged by the
firefighters. There were no prints on the
interior because the heat and smoke of the
fire destroyed them
The investigation will explore both
possibilites of arson and natural causes.
Hilchey said on Firday morning. "We
don't know for sure if the car was torched
or not.**
Jensen's car had been joy-ridden to the
field on Tuesday, where it burnexi three
days later. The barns' crew reported the
car to campus police on Wednesday. The
investigation officer discovered deep
ircular tire tracks at the scene and
summi/ed that someone had been
"gunning" the car around the field.
When asked why police left the car in the
field after the Wednesday report. Hilchey
replied. "We asked the barns' crew if the
car was in their was. Since the\ said it
wasn't. we decided to get a hold of the
owner through plate registration, rather
than to the vehicle out."
owner. Dr. Robert Jensen. is
Nicolas Salgo Professor of Business
administration at UMO. Velna Cussing. a
Business Department secretars. said
Fridas that Dr. Jensen had parked his car
in the Public Service -lot because. "he
thought that was a safe place for it.**
It is not known exactly when Jensen will
be hack from his sabbatical sisit to
Stanford. His car is now at a garage in Old
Town. where it will remain until claimed t,
Jensen.
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What's on
TUESDAY. SEPT. 24
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR—"Research
in Chemistry III." 316 Aubert Hall. 11
a.m.
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES
SCHOLARSHIP FAIR meeting for
members, chairpersons and workers.
York Hall. 12:30 p.m.
BRIDGE—Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
VISITING SCIENTIST
LECTURE—Gordon Gullion. University
of Minnesota, will present an illustrated
talk on "Managing the Forest to
Increase Ruffed Grouse and other
Wildlife." 100 Nutting Hall, 7 p.m.
ENTOMOLOGY GRADUATE
SEMINAR—Gordon Hosking will speak
on "The reproductive system in male
insects." 207 Deering Hall. 7 p.m.
GRADUATE CENTER FILM
SERIES—"M" (German). Estabrooke
Hall. 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 25
LITTER CONTROL
CONFERENCE—Hilltop, all day.
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES'
ADVISORY COUNCIL meeting. Walker
Room, Memorial Union, 1:30 p.m.
FRESHMAN SOCCER—Bates at
UMO. Alumni Field, 2:30 p.m.
VARSITY SOCCER—Bates at UMO.
Alumni Field. 2:30 p.m.
BCC COLLEGE-COMMUNITY
CHORUS rehearsal. 101 Bangor Hall.
Illinois Avenue, BCC.. 3:45 p.m.
MCA AGAPE MEAL AND
REFLECTION—MCA Center, College
Ave.. 6 p.m.
YOM KIPPUR—Special service v. ill
be held at Temple Israel. Center St..
Old Town. Service conducted by Rabbi
Robert Rubin at 6:15 p.m.. those
needing a ride meet early in front of the
Memorial Union.
UMO CHESS CLUB
TOURNAMENT—Bumps Room.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
IDB FILM—"Berserk." 130 Little
Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
MAINE AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
meeting. FFA Room, Memorial Union
7:30 p.m.
MUAB—presents "An Evening With
Ron Bean". This will be an informal
gathering to meet and talk to Bean and
listen to his poetr . p.m in the
Bangor Room.
THURSDAY. SEPT. 26
YOM KIPPUR—A special service will
be held at Temple Israel, Center St..
Old Town. Service will be conducted by
Rabbi Robert Rubin at 9 a.m.. those
needing a ride meet in front of the
Memorial Union at 8:30 a.m.
DOWNEAST SECTION FOOD
TECHNOLOGISTS meeting. Please
make arrangements to attend social
hour and buffet dinner with Ruth True.
205B Holmes Hall. by Sept. 24.
NEAPO-HISTORY JOINT
SEMINAR—Prof. Tamara Hare% en,
Clark University and Editor. The
in Historical Perspective: An
International Newsletter. will speak on
"French Canadian Millworker Families
in late 19th Centurs Manchester. New
Hampshire." North Lounge,
Estabrooke Graduate Center. 3:30 p.m.
WEIGHT DISCUSSION
GROUP—Special dining room of
Stewart Complex, 4:45-6 p.m.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE—
presents mini-workshop on "basics of
canoeing." presented by Prof. William
Stearns. Damn Yonkee Room, 7 p.m.
ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL— "La
Strada." 100 Nutting Hall. 7 & 9:30
IDB FILM—Berserk." 130 Little
Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
RAM'S HORN—Dick Bryant & Sarah
Burbank at the Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.
MEETING of the Undergraduate
Business Association, 7 p.m.. Tolman
Room. Career Placement Application
as ailable for interested BA seniors.
The Depot Tavern 
Open Mon - Sat 9:30 am - lam
next to the railroad
Music / Thurs - Sat
"New Society" 9 - lam
DANCING
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Waterville , Maine
October 2,1974 Wed.
Wadsworth Gym
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Tickets at UMO Memorial Union and Viner's
and at the door
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DIG
send for your
Student I D Card
and enjoy
special rates at
Hilton Hotels
and Inns coast
to coast (Grad stu.:,_
and faculty, too ) Just mail this coupon
to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept. Suite 200.
205 So. Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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Applicant deadline extended
for field experience head
The deadline for applications for the
position of coordinator of the new Field
Experience Program, which is designed to
meet students' needs for pan-time
work-study. has been extended to October
1.
The extension. according to Rosemary
Caffarella. coordinator for the Office of
Cooperative Education (OCE). is to allow
for the announcement of requirements
under the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1974 which funds the
program. The initial announcement
contained only general qualifications of the
(WE.
The CETA guidelines include a period of
unemployment thirty days prior to the
application date, and part-time employ-
ment or tull-time emplosment with income
below the poserty les el. Eligibiliiy.
certification will he handled by the Maine
Emplovment Security. Commission.
The newly created position will receive
$10.000 from the CETA act for salary and
an additional $3800 to 54000 from
Unisersits funds for travel And office
espen..es1
The program was conceived in response
to a proposal last year by the Student
Academic Affairs Committee. "Hopefully
it will open up more off-campus experience
for students for credit." said Caffarella.
The yet-to-be appointed director will be
required to coordinate services already
existing in and around the campus
community for student opportunities in
their fields
"Some student don't want to take off a
whole semester for work-study." stated
Caffarella. "and this program will give
them chance to go to school and work at
the same time."
Because of the wide assortment of jobs
and the lack of transportation. the program
%ill be forced to ssork closely with group..
such as Student Action Corps who haw
reads use of vehicles.
Among the sarious other tasks
performed v. ill be a close consultation ssith
students. facults and administration for
course structure and tics with communits.
business and government agencies for
pia. ement of students.
CANPUS CLASSIFIEDS
IMMAYTAG
no DIE It 4P/1 4.441•CES
•111/• sans •:asmots • Desimaaimaas • 04111KM111111.1
YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS
LANDRY'S INC.
46 Center St.
Brewer
Tel. 989-3850
For Sale: G E. Steam Dry Iron
Dinnerware-four place setting
Corelle Livingware by Corning plu$
matching silverware and glasses
Contact Vera M Matthews. 32C
Colvin Hall 581-7213 •6
Wanted—Writers and sellers whc
need classified ad space in The
Maine Campus to move their
products This space could be
\Ours Only five cents a word. 5C
Cents minimum, paid in advance
Mail or bring ad and check to 10C
Lord Hall. at least one day prior to
L publication 581-7531
Imported Swedish Clogs
UGGLEBO - ORTHOPEDIC
ALL SIZES BRIAN PEOPLES
ALL COLORS 239 HANCOCK
TEL. 581-7627
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PUC authorizes buses on
abandoned Bangor route
Bus service for the Bangor-Old Town
route continued uninterrupted last week as
the Maine Public Utilities Commission
issued temporary authorization for the city
of Bangor to take over the run that was
abandoned Friday by Hudson Bus Lines.
City Manager Merle Goff received a
telegram from the PLC Friday morning
informing him of the authorization. and
Bangor's public buses began rolling to Old
Toss 0 on Saturday. This route also includes
l!!‘10 among its stops. and pros ides
members of the university community W ith
transportation to and from Bangor. Orono.
Old Town, and Veazie.
Goff said Sunday. night that the schedule
and fares for the service will remain the
same, at least for the time being. Thus, the
buses will make the round trip hourly . from
a.m. to ö p.m.. with the cost for the full
run from Old Town to Bangor being 50
cents one way.
the PLC granted Bangor a 30 day.
authorization to run the bus route, pending
a public hearing for the city's application
for a six month conditional permit.
The Hudson company had applied to the
PLC to drop the service in August because
it was losing money on the route. It was
finallv granted persmission to cease the
run. which it did on Friday.
Both the Old Town and Orono Town
Councils appropriated 55.000 in meetings
'Thursday. night to help defray the projected
$25,000 annual deficit for the city of
Bangor that will result from taking over the
bus route. Veazie voters, who depend on
the service fir sonic of their school
children, will meet tonight at 8 p.m. to
decide whether the toss n %% ill contribute
S3.000 to Bangor for the sersice.
LIMO. which also benefits from the bus
run. may also contribute to the city •s
deficit. Goff said. But as of set, he said.
"We haven't heard anything definite."
Jack Blake. UMO's Vice President for
Finance and Administration. said Mondas
that university' official, hase not vet had
the chance to meet v. ith Bangor officials to
discuss the matter.
"They had requested a fairly substantial
amount." Blake said, an amount which he
claimed the unisersity could not afford.
But Blake said that Bangor has
apparently come up with a new plan, that
would be considerably. less expensive.
"If it is less, say. in the area of $2,000 to
53.000. then we probably could afford it."
he explained. Blake said that he expected
that there would be a meeting on the
matter short's.
Trustees receive Honors
program proposal tonight
by Stave Parker
Plans tor the proposed Honors Program
Center. which call for a 40' bs 46' building
of modular construction. %di be submitted
to the Board of Trustees tonight by.
President Howard K. Nesillc.
If approved. the building will cost
roughly SI1.9(10 in construction material,.
and $5,500 in utilities, such as sewerage.
for a total cost of SI -.4(X). according to Jack
Blake. sice president of Finance and
Administration. Pic labor costs a ill bt-
Blake noted, because student somnteers
from the Agricultural Engineering
department will construct the building.
under supersision from Physical Plant.
Sorman Smith. chairman of the
Agricultural Engineering department, said
the "original designs for the building were
done by a grad student and the staff of the
depart nolo . • •
Smith explained the solunteers for the
project will not recess': any academic
credit. at least for this semester. He said
they will be "people who want some
experience" in practical application they
hase learned in ag tech classes. Next
spring. however, he said that if the project
is approsed. it will be tied in to AE 32 and
AE 163 courses, which deal with structural
design.
The construction is being submitted to
the Trustees as a "class project", although
it will not formally become one until next
semester.
Funding for the Honors Center will come
from the President's contingency fund and
also from research funds for field
experience programs. The proposed site
for the building is southwest of thc
obstervators. across from the Memorial
UnI011.
The blueprints which Ney die iii st.0••
to the Trustees call for a one-st,,i
structure with 1.550 square feet of space
Design, d in a son of "1— shape. it %sir
lid a iirector's ,iffice. a modes;
! brar\ \tUiiS. a large student lounge. a
s. ;wary 's office. a kitchenette, and
lay :Hors facilities.
Blake noted the plans also include the
possible addition of two offices, but these
will not be submitted to the Trustees at this
time.
The student lounge. which measures 24'
by 28'. will take up more than one third of
the space in the building.
The idea for a physical facility to house
students in the Honors Program was
originally proposed by the report of the
Task Force on the Honors Program. The
Task Force, chaired by philosophy
Professor Erling Skorpen. had recom-
mended the center be allocated space in
the library addition? but as it stands now
the addition doesn t nave enough funding
to complete the top floor, where the
center could have been located.
Program proposal outlined
• condoned from page 2
colleges. and presumably be responsible to
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
2) The director should be a person of
proven scholarly ability, personal force and
initiative, and possess demonstrable
adMinistrative skills.
3) The director should base an
administrative assistant to attend to the
details and legwork of running the
program.
4) The director should hase sufficient
office and lounge space (if the Trustees
approse. this N ill be pros ided for with the
construction of the Honors Program
Center).
5) The director should have an advisory
council, made up of students. faculty. and
in addition, the wider university
community.
6) The director should make every effort
to retain and recruit the best UMO faculty
for cooperative teaching and research with
the students of the Honors Program.
7) The criteria for selection of honors
students ought not to be limited to high
SAT scores, good high school records, and
the like. They should also be based on a
strong showing of eligibility from work
done in the freshman year at the
university. or other signs of unusual
aptitude.
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FOOTBALL SPIRIT, it has been said,
has died out herein Orono, but it was
brought in by the carload, and
bottleful. during Saturday's contest
against UMass Game parties, stages
by various groups were prevalent
Chappelle 'extremely excited'
by scholarship aid potential
• continued trom page 2
to Massachusetts and was talking to some
of the coac hey in the Yankee Conference I
know personalls. and I think my comment
to them sums up my feelings. I said. 'look
out. we're coming after you
Though coaches for men's teams were
overly enthusiastic, coaches on the
women's side were less confident
concerning the proposed scholarships.
Jean Walsh. coach of the Women's Field
Hockey Team explained warily. "Well, at
this point he (Neville) has only proposed
them. We're not yet clear as to w here these
scholarships would go. so we're holding
out. At this point it doesn't look like they're
going to women's sports, though."
Rosalie Milligan. coach of the Worr, r:
Tennis Team was slightly more hops :
her slew. She said. "I would hope there
would be equal numbers if scholarships to
both men and women, though I would not
expect the amount of money to be equal."
Walter Schoenberger. a member of the
Student Affairs Committee of the Board of
Trustees said. ••I•se conducted a poll of the
faculty and I intend to merely mirror their
views. I hasen't vet counted the poll. so I
don't know yet how I will vote. As for the
rest of the Board of Trustees. I have no
idea how they will vote."
The board is scheduled to vote on the
proposal tomorrow.
DLS head concerned over
student admission reaction
• continued from page 2
however, that the admission charge is an
experiment to see if UMO students are
willing to pay to see visiting lecturers.
"If there's not too much uproar over the
pricing, then we'll look seriously in the
future toward people like Ted Kennedy and
Art Buchwald. who are also very
expensive.- said Harrington.
Dayan is well known for his military
accomplishments in conflicts that Israel
has had with the Arab nations. His last
military accomplishment was the 1973
counter-attack, which resulted in the
Israeli crossing of the Sinai Canal and the
eventual cease-fire.
The DLS program which featured former
Secretacy of the Interior Stewart Udall
drew only 300 people. a fact which
Harrington blames on the conflicting dates
which were advertised. Originally. Udall
had been scheduled for Sept. 19. but the
gym was already reserved for the James
Montgomery concert. So. the date was
moved back to Sept. 18. but not before all
the MUAB calenders and other flyers had
been printed with the old date.
Last year. the DLS sponosred eight
speakers. and Harrington is already aiming
at that figure. trying for a mix of the great
and the near-great, to keep within their
budget.
Complaining of the lack of effective mass
communication at UMO. Harrington said.
"The instruments of communication of this
campus are passive. So. I think I'm going
to go around to all the dining halls and
announce this over a bull horn."
Security at the speech will have to be
tight. Harrington also noted. although
Dayan has his own security force. UMO
police, as well as local law enforcement
agencies will be called into assist, if
necessary.
The DLS is presently seeking
suggestions for future speakers, and
anyone may contact the committee through
the student senate office, with their
requests.
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It doesn't grow on students
Since 1971, tuition and room and board rates
have increased the cost of an education at UMO
by $500; non-resident students paying these fees
are now dishing out an extra $780. and only the
naive would think this year's fees will not be
increased. Although Maine is supposedly one of
the less economically stable states in the nation,
our college costs are above the national median
for both in and out-of-state students, and unless
the Maine legislature is endowed with a much
Maine
Campus
more generous crowd this year than inhabited
the halls of the State House last year, we can look
forward to this trend continuing.
Yet despite this period of inflation, we here at
Orono seem to be pushing along, striving for
athletic scholarships, an enlarged and improved
H onors Program, higher faculty salaries,
increased enrollment projections necessitating
additional on-campus housing and capital
construction projects.
 Editorials]
Where do we go from here?
It has been said that the value placed on a
UMO degree by various businesses and
employers around the country has decreased
slightly in recent years. Although we wouldn't
suggest that the value juclgemettts of the
business world be used as a criteria for
evaluating the quality of education available at
UMO, it does seem like an indication that the
problem with this institution is a need for
a general uperading of programs, rather than
concentration on excellence in certain areas.
The whole thrust of the Neville presidency
thus far has been one based on the latter, i.e., an
emphasis on developing those areas and
activities that, as Neville likes to put it, have a
'potential for excellence.
On the surface, this is all well and good, but
when looked at in the perspective of the
university as a whole, we find that there are
serious questions to be asked.
First of all, it is no secret that the one thing
UMO needs more than anything right now is
money. money for almost all of its programs.
especially if we are to gear ourselves to a steadily
increasing enrollment, as President Neville has
suggested. In addition, there are certain
programs that are in dire need of upgrading; in
some cases all that is needed is funds to allow for
more professors, but in others, the programs
perhaps need to be scrapped and started from
scratch. Thus we find that some departments are
Commentary 
starving, while others grow quite fat with all
their graduate assistantships, travel expenses,
etc.
It is all a matter of strategy, really. UMO can
opt for the achievement of national excellence in
certain programs, such as the sciences, and let
the other programs "twist slowly in the wind."
This situation is fine if you happen to be
majoring in the sciences, but if not, you're out of
luck. This strategy is also a good one if you want
to give the university a "good name- nationally.
But we ask, is this really what the goals of the
university should be?
The course we suggest is no doubt the rougher
one: a general uplifting of the quality of
education at UMO is an endeavor that would take
many years, and a lot of sweat and money to
accomplish. But we feel this is the real problem,
and a general remedy is the only kind that will
work.
We believe it is wrong to sacrifice a library
with insufficient funds for books, for example. in
order to raise money for certain programs with
great potential. If anything, the weaker
programs on this campus should be strenthened
to meet the high standards of. say. the Forestry
program.
UMO needs despiirately to strike a balance in
the quality of the educational programs it offers.
What we don't need is to turn UMO into Maine
Polytechnic Institute.
Where is all the money coming from? Private
funds will supply the athletic scholarships, if the
Trustees agree UMO needs these scholarships to
retain its athletic programs. But we cynically
suspect a scholarship program will slowly but
surely send more money to Memorial Gym as the
need to keep on par with other Conference
schools becomes a greater priority.
President Neville hopes to see 11,000 students
roaming the mall by 1980, and housing officials
predict temporary housing will be constructed to
house the extra bodies. More students paying
higher tuition rates will increase university
income, but the extra funds will be more than
eaten up by rising costs in construction, in
addition to the money wasted by haphazardly
meeting housing needs for the immediate future.
We have no quarrel with Honors Program, or
with the need to raise faculty salaries, but the
haunting question remains, where will the
money come from? Certainly not from Augusta.
and that leaves only one alternative—students.
Some students are able to obtain loans at the
now modest interest rate of 7 per cent, but those
stuck in the middle class bracket can't get those
rates. And if mom and dad haven't been able to
store up $10,000 in the bank, they will be faced
with the cold reality of having to take out loans at
interest rates upwards of 13 per cent. If they
aren't willing to do so, who can blame them?
And who is to blame for their dilemma?
A partially finished library addition and
incomplete math-english building will soon
require additional funds to complete the
projects. No doubt students will be paying for the
top floor in the math-english complex in the near
future.
Private donors are willing to fork over money
for pigskin scramblers and basketball dribblers,
for an ice hockey arena and arts center, but not
for the average college student. Maybe it's a
plot —they'll drive out the students, take over the
mall, and never have to worry about getting a
good seat at the sports arena. You never can tell.
UMO is hurting for money, and contrary to
popular opinion, the student's pocket is not
bottomless. Students would do well to pay close
attention to what Maine's campaigners are
saying, if anything. Last year's hopes for fiscal
relief died with last year's legislators; perhaps
this year's can save us Dr. Neville is bound and
determined to get the money he needs to push
forward with his "New Beginning- plan, and
students are easy prey.
Paul Betit
Marijuana disposal supervisor high on job
Federal agents intercepted 19 tons of marijuana last
Friday near Nogales, New Mexico. on the United States
and Mexican border. The cannabis, with a projected
street-sale value of $11 million. was taken to an
incinerator which was fitted with a special device so
fumes from the fire wouldn•t affect people in nearby
Nogales. Saturday. I talked with Arthur Head, who is
supervising the disposal of the confiscated pot. The
following is a transcript of the taped, telephone
interview.
Interviewer- Mr. Head, are you there?
A. Head Oh yea. man! (sniff) here!
Interviewer. Mr. Head, could you give me an
estimate of how much of the marijuana you have
disposed of up to now?
A. Head. (Sniff) Sweet Jesus! I don't rightly know.
Isniff. sniff) You sorta lose track of what you're doin'
after a while. (sniff. sniff)
Interviewer Well, how long have you been burning
the stuff?
A. Head Just a second, gotta look at my watch.
(sniff. sniff) Wow, man, that luminous dial is really
something to see in here. Heck, we've been at it for
twelve hours. (sniff)
Interviewer I understand that the incinerator is
fitted with a special device that keeps the smoke from
blanketing the country side. Could you comment on
that?
A. Head It keeps the lid on this place, all right. But
there's a helluva lot of smoke in here! (sniff, cough.
sniff)
Interviewer Does it affect vou at all?
A. Head. No. I don't think so. (SNIFF. SNIFF,
COUGH)
Interviewer: Mr. Head! Mr. Head! are you all right?
A. Head - You can call me Arty. son. Yea. I'm all
right. That stuffs hard to take when you get a snort of it
down sour nose. (sniff. sniff)
Interviewer Can you tell me a little about the people
who were smuggling it into the country?
A. Head. A coupla long-haired freaks is what they
were. (sniff. sniff) Hope they throw the book at 'em!
Boy, am I hungry! He. (sniff) what's that whirring
sound, it's really freakin• me out! (sniff)
Interviewer Oh. that's just my tape recorder. I'm
taping this conversation.
A. Head • What! What d'ya doing that for! Whose
gonna hear it? (sniff. sniff)
Interviewer Don't worry. Mr. Head, I'm just using it
so we can keep the facts straight
A. Head • Man, that's %carry! He% man, you can cal:
me Arty.
Interviewer ('an vou tell me where the mari;!iar:
came from?
A. Head Well. they think it's what you call you
Acapulco gold. (sniff. sniff) But, it smells a lot like
Panama Red to me. (sniff)
Intentewer Are VOU satisfied with the was the law
regarding marijuana is enforced?
.4. Head I think they should shoot all them guys who
sell the stuff. I'm for burning it all! (sniff. sniff)
Interviewer Could you give me a little bit of your
background. Arts?
A. Head I'm a local boy. Born and raised right here
in Nogales. Gee, this is sure a pretty place! (sniff. sniff)
(the sound of soft crying from his end) You know, son.
things sure look rosy when you look back. (sniff. sniff)
Everything just seems right with the world! (sniff)
interviewer Do you have a family. Arty?
A. Head Yea, gotta boy and girl, God love 'em.
Boy's about ready to leave home. (sniff, sniff, followed
by a soft murmuring)
Interviewer What would you do if you caught him
smoking pot?
A. Head Why. I'd bust his head! (sniff, sniff, sniff)
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Ford's coverup signals need for
constitutional ammendments
To the editor:
President Ford has already
assumed some of the image of
his predecessor. He has lost
much of ills credibility with the
American people in his pardon
of President Nixon. In effect, he
has covered up the cover-up.
The American people would
hair condoned a suspended
sentence for President Nixon.
But. was Richard Nixon entitled
to freedom from trial and also a
generous pension? Why not
pardon all the Watergate
defendants? Why should not
amnesty be granted to all draft
evaders? Why not release from
prison those criminais v660.
except for their crimes.
performed many good acts
before they were imprisoned
and whose families have
suffered enough?
If Congress is sincere in its
objection to President Ford's
pardon of Richard Nixon, then it
should call upon the Supreme
Court to re%erse this
unconstitutional pardon—a
pardon before any trial. And.
Congress and the state
legislatures should folio the
lead of Senator William
Hathaway and call for a second
constitutional convention to
amend our Constitution and
bring it up-to-date to serve a
people who yearn for honesty
from their government. Indeed.
what year would be more fitting
for the calling of a second
constitutional convention than
I976—the bicentennial
anniversary of the United
States?
What are some of the
amendments that should be
considered by a constitutional
convention?
11 The impeachment process
should be made much less
cumbersome.
2) The power to pardon
should he taken away from the
President and given to the
nonpolitical Supreme Court.
3) Both the Presidential and
the Vice-Presidential candidates
of each political party should be
nominated through a series of
seseral national primaries
instead of in smoke-filled
rooms.
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Counseling Center presents
personal growth program
"Who am I? What do I believe in? What
is meaningful? What do you think of me?
Where do I go from here?"
These are questions that all of us ask
ourselves, but seldom make a serious
attempt to answer.
41 The electoral college
should be abolished.
51 The right of
confidentiality of the press and
othermedia should be
guaranteed.
6) Congressmen's term in
office should be changed from
two to three years.
7) The President should be
limited to one six-year term.
The American people have
suffered enough. But, what can
we do? Before the up-coming
election in November, the
candidates can have full
opportunity to promote or
oppose a second constitutional
convention. And, the voters can
judge accordingly on this and
other issues through the power
of the ballot.
OLD TIME MOVIE FESTIVAL
starts Wed W C Fields week
Showtime 7 15
Sat. Matinee 2 00
SEE 'EM Now as shows
Change after Saturda', n'qht
on the Same Bell
3 Stooges Double Reeler
and a Mr Magoo Cartoon
Co-Hit
c I AU MARCHES
ON . • •
Melt
with
KA MIRK ft
j°160 Calle, •
Dick ro,a:
1644 Nee*Nowt
Sunday we continue W C Fields week with: "Never Give a Sucker
an Even Break" and a Co-Hit "You Can't Cheat an Honest Man'.'
shows play Sunday 2 & 7:15: Mon & Tues. at 7:15 Cartoons &
Three Stooges before each show.
Next week we present Laurel & Hardy
Al Bernstein
This fall, as it has for the past six years,
the Counseling Center is sponsoring a
program designed to help students to find
the answers to questions such as these.
The program is called Personal Growth
Groups. and it is made up of a number of
ten member groups that meet once a week
for what amounts to an "encounter"
session.
Russ Whitman. coordinator of the
program, said Monday that the groups
provide an "unusual opportunity" for
students to tal . about what they feel. ask
hat others think of them, and receive
feedback from others on various questions.
Most of the time, he said, you can't get an
honest answer from someone if you ask
them outright what they think of you. But
these group sessions are designed in part
to reveal the perceptions that others have
of them.
Each group will have fiye women and
five men, and will meet for two hours every
week of the semester. Whitman said that
the groups are open to all interested
students on a first-come first-serve basis.
Leaders that have experience in
encounter type sessions will coordinate the
groups. Whitman said that the group
leaders will include himself, the staff of the
Counseling Center. and a few people with
advanced degrees in counseling or
psychology from outside the University..
Sign-up sheets for the program are
available at the Counseling Center at 101
Fernald Hall. Registration began Monday
and w ill continue until Thursdav Sept. 26.
Is UMO keeping you
too occupied
to write home?
There is still time
to order that subscription
to The Maine Campus.
$9. (Or $5 a semester.)
Two issues a week.
••• BRING THIS COUPON TO 106 LORD HALL
Send The Campus to:
At 
City 
State Zip 
And leave the writing to us.
AIR MAIL rates to EUROPE,
JAPAN, and SOUTH AMERICA
are slightly higher.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE MAINE CAMPUS.
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Study shows UMO student
costs above national median
A study of student charges by the National
Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) places UMO
above the national average regarding tuition,
required fees and room and board cost
121 of 130 NASULGC members, who enroll
31 per cent of all students attending higher
education institutions, participated in the
survey. The study revealed that the median
charge for tuition and required fees for a state
resident attending one of these institutions
during the 1974-75 academic year will be $531,
representing an increase of 2.6 per cent over
the 1973-74 academic year.
During the 1974-75 academic year, resident
students at UMO will pay $587 in tuition and
required fees. These charges reflect an
increase of $25 above last year's tuition costs.
However. UMO's resident tuition increase of
1.04 per cent was well below the national
average.
The tuition costs for non-resident students
attending the university is also more than the
national average. Out-of-state students will pay
$1,762 in tuition and required fees as opposed
to the national median of $1,378.
Combined room and board charges at UMO
are also significantly higher than the national
median. Students here will pay $1,380 this
year. Nationally, combined room and board
charges will average $1,218.
At UMO, a citizen of Maine attending the
university can expect to pay $1,967 during the
1974-75 academic year. The tab for the
out-of-state student this year will be $3,142.
Although total costs for both resident and
non-resident students attending UMO are well
above the national level, both costs compare
favorably with some of the other state
universities in New England . For
instance, a resident of New Hampshire will pay
$2,339.70 for the privilege of living in the
dorms and attending classes at the University
of New Hampshire at Durham. A native of
Maine attending UNH would have to pay
$3.639.70. The University of New Hampshire is
the fourth most expensive state university or
land grant college in the country.
The University of Vermont ranks second
nationally in non-resident total charges.
Out-of-state students attending the Burlington
educational institution will pay 83.951.00. of
which $2.788 is in tuition and required fees
alone. Natives of Vermont attending the state
university this year will face a total charge of
$2,251. $1.008 of which will go towards tuition
and fees.
NASULG points out that New England has
traditionally been a very expensive place to get
a college education. The average total costs of
attending one of the six state universities in the
region is higher than any other region in the
country. Resident students will pay an average
of $2,238 in total costs this year. while
non-residents will pay 83,390 during the
1974-75 academic year.
The 32 state universities and land grant
colleges in the southeast are the least
expensive to attend for both residents and
non-residents of a state. On the average.
resident students attending a land grant
educational institution in the south will pay only
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MID
38.9%
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Charges
ins
28.4°7(
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1969-70 701-71 71-72
The above chart shows the
median total charges (tuition plus
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$1.553 this year in total charges. Non-resident
students attending land grant schools in Dixie
will pay only $2,331 in total charges. over a
thousand dollars less than the average student
attending a similar institution in New England.
Tennessee State resident students will pay
the lowest total charge bill in the nation-$1152.
Non-residents attending the University of
Puerto Rico will pay a tuition fee of only
$165.44. lowest in the nation. The cheapest
land grant institution in the country for a
resident is the City University of New York
which has a minimum charge of $70 a year.
However, CUNY does not provide room and
board.
The long term trends in both tuition and fees,
and room and board indicate that the cost of an
education at land grant and state-run
institutions
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The new management welcomes you
back for FOOD and DRINK.
Grant's Shopping Plaza Open 1 lam - lam
INDIA CLOTHING SALE
1NO1A clothing items
below wholesale prices
India spreads in stock
New prints coming soon!
And don't forget
our flowers, plants,
and gifts
suitable for any
occasion
Pia CLafIvrAt
46 Main St., Orono 866-2100
Open 9am-5pm Mon
-Sat.
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institutions will climb still higher. In the last
ten years, resident tuition costs has increased
over 70 per cent. In-state students are now
paying $220 more on the average than the
same students would have paid in 1965. Tuition
costs for non-residents have climbed at a still
faster rate. This year's out-of-state student will
pay $644.25 more for tuition on the average
than a student in a similar situation paid ten
years ago.
In the last six year,; total charges. room and
board plus tuition, for resident students
'attending a land grant college or state
university have jumped $369.50. or 28.48 per
cent. Non-resident total charges during the
same period have climbed by $744.50 on the
average, or at the rate of 38.97 per cent for the
six year period.
N.E. land grant universities
cited most expensive in U.S.
The basis for all of the 131 land grant
institutions currently operating in the United
States was established by the passage of the
Morrill Land Grant Act in 1862 during the
Lincoln Administration.
The act essentially granted free land to states
for the establishment of universities and
colleges. The state of Maine was granted a
parcel of land in Indian Territory, modern-day
Oklahoma. The state sold the land, and the
proceeds were used to help established the
State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic
Arts. The original name was changed to the
University of Maine in 1897.
The provisions of the act essentially
demanded that states set up and incorporate a
public institution of higher education
specializing in agriculture and mechanical arts.
The state of Maine met the provisions of the
act, and incorporated an institution of that type
in 1865.
The Morrill Land Grant Act created all land
grant institutions equal. This is no longer true,
at least, in regard to the student's cost of
attending a school of this type Isee other story).
The state universities in New England, all
land grant institutions, have traditionally been
among the most expensive state-run schools in
the country. On the average, total student
charges for resident students are nearly $700
less in schools in the southwest part of the
country than in New England land grant
schools. Non-residents can save over $1.000, on
the average, by attending a southern land grant
school.
Parker Cushman contends that the disparity
in student cost is not due to lower construction
costs.
"A heating plant would cost them a little less
in the south,- the head of the university's
Physical Plant said. "But, other than that. I
don't think the physical costs are that much
different.''
• Admitting that construction costs could be
lowered in the mild climate of the south
through the use of lighter building materials.
Cushman is convinced that this isn't the case.
"Our philosophy is to build quality
construction, because it would be cheaper in
the long run.- he explained, adding that the
maintenance of low quality construction is more
expensive in the long run, and quality
construction of buildings guarantees a longer
building life.
Ross Moriarty hints that the disparity in
student total charges may have something to do
with the method of operation.
"Dormitory operations are generally
declared to be self-supporting," said UMO's
Director of Residential Life. "Not all schools
use the same accounting practices. Many
schools allow state funds to reach the dorms,"
he added.
Moriarty said the lowering in the cost of
operating a dormitory could result in low cost
room and board for students. A school's
dormitory food plan could also lower the cost of
student room and board charges.
"The University of Connecticut, for instance,
does not serve meals in their dining halls on
weekends. This lowers the room and board
charge for students, "Moriarty said. "Unlike
UMO, which charges students for dormitory
security, most schools pay for dorm security
with state revenues,- he added, explaining
another method student room and board costs
are lowered.
John Blake, vice president for Finance and
Administration, contends the disparity in total
student charges is due primarily to the extent
states fund land grant institutions.
"Traditionally, the New England states have
funded their schools at a lower rate than
schools in either the south or the west.- Blake
said. "In the past, state legislators in New
England have not wanted to compete with the
private schools, so the total .financial
contribution to land grant institutions has been
less than in other parts of the country.-
The state of Vermont places a ceiling on the
amount of the budget the state will pay. 75 per
cent of the UVM 's budget must come through
student charges and private sources.
"This year, we've budgeted $35 million to
run the university. $15 million of it is coming
from the state. That means $20 million must
come from other sources,- Blake explained
indicating that student charges are a primar
source of income.
A LOW PRICE PIZZA FOR YOU
EVERYDAY
AT
PAULS
PIZZA
HOUSE
Hours:
PIZZA & HOT OVEN GRINDERS
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
"Remember the name, you'll never forget the taste"
WEDGE OF PIZZA & BEER ON TAP
Mon. - Thurs. 11:00 - 1:00
Fri. - Sat. 11:00 - 2:00
Sun. 12:00 - 1:00
12 WI Street,Orono
866-4138 or 866-4471
What this campus needs is a
good five-cent word. We have two.
"CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING"
And we sell it for five cents a
word per issue, minimum ten
words, to offer readers a good,
cheap way to sell something to
more than 8,000 other readers of
The Maine Campus.
Bring or mail your words. with
prepayment. to 106 Lord Hall. Make
checks payable to The Maine Campus
 •
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Week's movies promise
solid film entertainment
With an Academy Award-winning
foreign film Thursday night, one of the
most ambitious and original Westerns
Friday night. and a bizarre and perverted
portrait of pre-Christian Rome Saturday
night. there's promise of some good and
solid film entertainment at this week's end.
La Strada ("The Road-) (Thursday. in
100 Nutting, 7 & 9:30. 25 cents) won
Federico Fellini an Oskar in 1954 for his
sentimental lose story concerning two
circus performers. Giulietta Masina's
performance as the lost waif Gelsomina
who runs away from home. and Anthony
Quinn as the brutal strongman whose
feelings arc as coarse as his muscles, are
the two halves of a love relationship that
ends in death for one and final
self-realization for the other. It was during
this period that Fellini turned out his most
humane works, with his wife Masina as the
protagonist.
They again worked together on Nights of
Cabiria with the same type of lost and
degraded innocence that Masina does so
well, and their second film won vet another
Oscar. With Richard Basehart as the Fool.
La Strada is repeatedly cited as one of the
great films, both in its ability to touch the
emotions and to discover in ourselves the
lose for others that we can never really
deny.. 107 minutes.
McCabe and Mrs. Miller (Friday in
r
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141 3 333 Ilsoetrrtono I 14011
hoe, Sh‘rsorrert Church
by Bill Gordon
Hauck, 7 & 9:30, 7D cents). Robert Altman,
who has come to the forefront of American
filmmaking with such excellent works as
Me.4*S*H. Thieves Like Us. and most
recently California Split, directed this
excellent saga of a Northwest mining town
in 1902. The plot, of a drifting gambler w ho
wants to make something of a mudhole
town called Presbyterian Church. and the
whorehouse madame who opens up a
business of her own to keep the men
happv. has been done so much before by
lesser talents that it's become almost a
genre of its own.
Yet Altman, aided by some startling
wide-screen cinematography by Vilmos
Zsigmond that turns everything into a hazy
dream-like vision, has given such an
original treatment to the subject that one
would neyer think possible. The film is
gritty.. violent, and rugged yet at the same
time beautiful. Add to that the acting of
Warren Beatty as McCabe and Julie
Christie as Mrs. Miller. and you have a
film that's undoubtedly one of the best
cinematic achievements of the '70's. Color.
1971. 120 minutes.
Fellini Sat_vricon (Saturday in Hauck. &
9:30. 75 cents). The few remaining parts of
a work by Petronius entitled "Satyricon.-
which explored the decadence and moral
depravity of pre-Christian Rome. were the
basis for this controversial Fellini film.
Working for the first time with an
enormous budget. all the assorted sexual
peryersion of Rome B.C. (After Fellini)
were presented v. ith such fervor that mans.
critics thought it v as the signal of Fellini•s
artistic abilities taking a turn for the worse.
What Fellini has done is remoye all of
our textbook misconceptions of %4 hat life in
ancient Rome was like and give his
interpretation of w hat life then must has e
been without any organized religious and
moral order. The inagor emphasis is on thc
era's norm of bisexuality, with other
aspects of political corruption and cultural
degeneracy. Giuseppe Rotunno's phofog-
raph creates some swirling images of this
disordered life. and Fellini has certainly
never been more original in his attempts to
give new style to the film medium. Color.
Panay ision. minutes. 1%9.
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ON THE ROAD—Federico
La Strada won the Academy Award
as Best Foreign Film of 1954 A
simple love story Of twO wandering
circus minstrels, the film stars
Anthony Quinn and Giulietta Masina.
Eskimo art exhibit opens
at Carnegie Hall gallery
Canada's Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs at UMO's New
England-Atlantic Pros inces-Quebec Center
base cooperated with the art department to
bring an exhibit of Canadian Eskimo prints
and sculptures to Carnegie Hall Gallery I
tor the opening of the 19-4-5 exhibit
program.
The art exhibit program for this year will
include seven exhibitions each month in
locations throughout the campus. The
areas where exhibits Are regular's
scheduled are Carnegie Hall's Gallen 1
and II and the print and seminar room.
Hauck Auditorium lobbv. Memorial Union
Photo Salon and Alumni Hall lobby.
Carnegie Gallery 1 shows include an
invitation exhibition in Nosember of the
work of Maine public school art teachers
and in December the traditional art for
Christmas buying show opens Dec. S. with
art items inexpensively priced. The
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2 75 per page
Send for your up to date. 160 page.
mail order catalog Enclose $100
to cover postage cfeliory time is
1 to 2 days)
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD , SUITE =2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
213) 477 8474 or 477 5493
Our research mksterial is sold for
,esoarcts asustoreco arty
modern chair wilI be featured Jan. 13
through February. followed by a one-man
exhibition of new paintings by Assoc. Prof.
Michael Lewis in March. The annual art
faculty and art students exhibitions will
complete the Gallery I schedule in the
spring.
Gallery- II, traditionally the home of the
Artists of Maine exhibit, will feature
one-man shows by two Maine artists this
fall. Oils and watercolors by Eastport artist
Edmund G. Schildknecht will be in the
gallery during October. and Robert
Brouard of Blue Hill will base paintings
and sculptures on display from Nov. 1 to
Dec. 15.
Old Town artist Arline Thomson will be
the guest artist in the Hauck Auditorium
lobby in October. featuring sketches and
drawings she made during a six-month
visit in the British Isles earlier this year
(1' 
GIFTS FOR
All OCCASIONS
WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING
COMPLETE LINE OF
FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY CHARMS
DeGrass• Jewelere
Main Street. Orono
Mr. BIG
Opposite UMO
Park St. Entrance
BEEF'N BREW
OF ORONO
PRESENTS
The Exciting Sounds of
SOFT PARADE.
TUES-WED-FRI-SAT -SUN
MIGHTY JOHN MARSHALL
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Upward Bound formulates year-round studies program
With the opening of Maine's public
schools this fall, Upward Bound's followup
program has already begun.
This follow up program concentrates on
individualized counseling programs which
are formulated by Upward Bound and
executed by each student's high school,
according to the program's director. Dorin
Schumacher.
Throughout the year, feedback concern-
ing the student's progress will be sent to
Upward Bound for monitoring to provide a
counseling program which will be flexible
with the student's needs. Schumacher says
the follow:up program ''supports the
student in his continued striving, both
academically and socially."
Regarding the social aspects of the
program. Schumacher says Upward Bound
is concerned with helping their students to
cope with society. This interest, she says,
has lead to the formation of a Maine
Studies Program as an integral part of the
residential summer session.
The purpose of the program is to
"educate a generation to the way a society
is, and works," according to Schumacher.
Together with the summer session. The
Maine Studies Program held at UMO is
Fair slated for Saturday
• ,ontInued from page 2
our office will take care of that," he
explained.
Lucy said about 60 groups will start
setting up booths between seven and
eight-thirty Saturday morning. The fair
itself runs from nine to one in the
afternoon.
"The fair gives campus organizations an
incentive, and a chance to fatten-up the
kitty." he explained.
UMO's woodsmen team, national
champions in their sport. will put on a
wood-chopping demonstration, and will
also raffle off a canoe. The university's
fencing and karate clubs will also
demonstrate their specialties.
A rappeling and climbing demonstration
off one of the buildings will be presented
by the university's Ranger club. The
Horsemen's club will set up a forge. and
demonstrate the art of making horseshoes.
A cider press will be manned by the
Agricultural Mechanization (lub. Apples
will be squeezed. bottled and sold.
In addition to demonstration. Lucy said
several contests will be held, with open
categories anyone can enter, and a special
category reserved for campus VIPs.
Contests include pie-eating, cow-milking
and a three-legged roller skating event.
"There is a 25 cent entrance fee for the
roller skating event. Helmets, long pants.
and shirts are recommended.•' he quipped.
Prizes include trophies and free use of
university outdoor recreation equipment
for varying periods of time, ranging from a
weekend • to a month. Music will be
provided by a jug band, a rag-time piano
player. a group of bag pipers, a guitarist
and a mini-concert performed by the
university's marching band.
SMART'S
AUTO BODY 
• Custom Painting
• Glass Replacement
• Appliance Painting
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designed "to help the student gain the
confidence necessary to cope academically
and socially." said Schumacher.
To determine what academic and social
problems confront each student, a series of
tests are given at the beginning of the
summer program. When the results of the
tests are known. the Upward Bound staff
develops tutorial program designed to help
each student in mastering his difficulties,
usually in math or reading.
During the remainder of the summer
session, Upward Bound students receive
help in smoothing out their specific areas
of difficulty.
The Maine Studies Program is divided
into four social and geographical groups:
French. Indian, rural coastal and rural
northern. Each student selects the social
group he desires to learn more about.
In each group. Schumacher said, the
students discuss the sociological factors
which affect their group. Insight by these
discussions is often gained through these
shared experiences.
The Maine Studies Program also
explores the future of the state of Maine
and how Upward Bound students can
participate constructively as a part of the
future. Students in this program also
explore the various careers available in
Maine. The Maine Studies Program,
formerly called Rural Sociology, was
founded a year ago.
Schumacher is enthusiastic about it and
she would like to see it become a
year-round program for Upward Bound
students while they are attending high
school.
She says there is a need for additional
resources if the program is to achieve this
goal. Schumacher hopes members of the
university community who have an
expertise in any topic relating to Maine will
contribute their knowledge. skills or
creative ideas.
Robert
Redford
Joh., nsrewnia,,h
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM
The man who
became a legend.
The film destined
to be a classic!
ROBERT REDFORD
• A Sydney Pollack F,Irn
JEREMIAH JOHNSON-
A Joe Wizen-Sanford PrOduCton
1 104. Co-Starring WILL GEER
ALLYN ANN McLERIE • STEFAN GIERASCH • CHARLES TYNER • And
introcluc.ng DEL L E BOLTON • Music by John Rubinstein and Tim McIntire
ScreenOlay by John Miiius and Edward Anhatt • Produced by Joe Wizan
Directed by Sydney Pollack • Daravisor• • Technicoior•
• •-• sting wit..., e,o. sort. A••••••.••••• 0 • #45., comps.,
STARTS WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 25TH
1 WEEK ONLY
ELLSW0Fr•H Maine Coast Cinema
BANGOR Westgate Cinema
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Rooters trip BU 1-0, after losing to Husson 3-1
The varsity soccer team rallied from an
earlier 3-1 defeat at the hands of Husson
College to edge Boston University 1-0 last
Friday at Alumni Field.
The single most outstanding feature in
both contests was the lack of a powerful
scoring attack by Maine•s offense.
In the shots on net category. UMO was
on a par with Husson during their game
last Tuesday as Maine fired 25 shots
compared to Husson's 26. But qualitatiYely
Husson outshot the Black Bear booters by a
large margin. The contrast between
Husson's booming shots and Maine•s
dribblers was evident throughout the
game.
Surprisingly UMO was the first to score
when halfback Dan Hoskin leftfooted the
ball high into the net midway through the
first half.
Twenty minutes into the second half
Husson forward Stacey DeCastro. the
leading scorer in the nation last year with
62 goals and 18 assists. finally put his club
on the scoreboard to tie the game at one
all. Then some lax defensive play resulted
in a 2-1 Husson lead. And minutes later
DeCastro added an insurance goal to hand
the Orono team its first loss.
Three days later Maine utilized a. pen a,lt
kick by co-captain Tom Rosa and the
shutout goaltending of Bobby Nadeau to
open their Yankee Conference season on a
winning note 1-0 versus Boston University.
With only. 2:47 gone in the game. a B.U.
fullback accidentally handled the ball in the
penalty area. The resultant penalty kick by
Rosa rolled into the net to the goalie's left
to give Maine a 1-0 lead which never
changed.
The lack of a potent offense again was
evident as most of Maines strong shots
N ere taken by either halfacks Rosa and
Hoskin or by fullback Ted Woodbrey.
However B.U.'s offense proved even worse
against a steady Maine defense as they
were outshot 20-16.
Nadeau. a junior from Fort Kent.
received credit for his first varsity shutout
in only his third game.
More specialization for Phys. Ed. majors
Until now Physical Education majors
have had to follow a dual major. that is they
took 32 hours of physical education and 30
hours in an academic field. There was a
feeling among many that this didn't really
prepare them to teach either subject.
according to Dr. Robert A. Cobb.
Under: the present system students now
take 42 hours of physical education and
elect a concentration of 18 hours in another
field. For the elementary education
specialists these fields are special
education. psychology. child development.
health and musk-. For the secondary what,'
specialist the fields are health. psychology
or sok toltqo Whether the student takes
the elementary or set.ondary level phys.
ed. program he Nvill he :unified to teach
-There are been a gr,iv.ing surge ot
interest in the area of elementary'
education in the part few years.- said Dr.
Cobb. -Four years ago there were fewer
than 30 full-time elementary physical
education specialists in over 800 schools in
the state. Now the interest in physical
education at the elementarY !est.i has
increased and almost tripled the number of
elementary education spcLialists.-
Dr. Cobb is ery encouraged by the
response to the program and is eager to
point out that in a time when many other
programs haye been restrained, the
linV steal education program has groan ant!
improved. The department has redue(
number of mators and has become moru
.,•lectv.t its , ,4 •r,
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Widths
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Sports
LeFloonnwol — Maine's Gerry La-
Flamme strides acrOss the finish
line in last Saturday's cross-country
meet against Vermont Although
LaFlamme was the Individual
winner the Bears lost the meet
20-48 Richter Photo
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Bears fizzle in the drizzle, shut-out by Mass 42-0
by Tom Bassola
Helped by some costly mistakes by
UMO. the UMass minutemen shutout the
Black Bears for the fifth straight year. 42-0.
The Bears, who were riddled with
injuries, hung tough for the first 15
minutes as they held UMass to a nine-yard
touchdown run by. Rich Jessamy on the
game's opening drive. Maine appeared to
ha%e stopped this drive at its 36 as
freshman Rich McCormick intercepted one
of Mark Tripuckas' passes. but McCormick
was hit hard, fumbled and Gary Mika
recovered for UMass.
The second Minuteman touchdown was
registered at the 46 second mark of the
second quarter as Jim Torrance climaxed a
52-yard drive by busting over from one
yard out. The pass for a two-point
conversion failed.
The turning point in the ballgame came
midway through the second period. The
Bears had the ball and were driving behind
11-yard runs by quarterback John
Cosgrove and halfback Mark DeGregorio
and an 11-yard pass play from Cosgrove to
fullback Don Cote took the ball to the
UMass IS.
On the ensuing play from scrimmage
Cosgrove. surrounded by a mob of
tacklers. attempted a pitchout and UMass
cornerback John Van Buren broke through.
picked it off, and raced 80-yards to paydirt.
Greg Strout added the extra point and the
Minutemen held a 19-0 lead.
Run to Daylight—Maine quarter-
back Jack Cosgrove (15) scoots to
the outside On a keeper which
"No question. the first big break was
Van Buren's interception," UMass coach
Dick MacPherson explained. "That turned
it around. Maine had all kinds of spark and
they were coming right at us. That play
changed everything."
UMass scored again just before halftime
as fullback John Romboli capped a 75-yard
drive with a three-yard thrust up the
middle. The point after made the score
26-0 when the teams enterd the locker
room. The big play in the 75-yard scoring
drive was a 58-yard pass from Tripucka to
receiver Mark Finnerty.
Early in the third period the Minutemen
registered their fifth touchdown as
linebacker John Toner picked off a
Cosgrove pass and six plays later halfback
Keith Lang slammed through for the score.
On the first play of the next series
Cosgrove fumbled and the ball was picked
up at the Maine 18 by Joe Hickson. This
time the Bears stopped the drive but Strout
booted a 25-yard field goal to make the
score 36-0.
Again the kickoff was disasterous as
Sherwood Cooper fumbled the ball and
Dave Butterfield recovered for UMass.
Five plays and 28 yards later John Romboli
scored but the point after attempt was wide
and the score of 42-0 was the final.
Massachusetts. operating from the
modified Veer, carried the ball 66 times for
netted 15 yards. COsgrove's efforts
were in vain, however. as Maine
lost 42-0 Ward Photo.
11114° Newly remodeled with largely expanded inventory;
broader selections in blues, Jazz, blue grass, Folk
current 8. past Popular music.
inerAreo 'WOO dr vitibitts 
The Augmented Fifth
28 Mill St., Orono
4, GUITARS...25% OFF
ti We also carry 15 different brands of guitar and
• other instrument strings and accessories.
Open 10 am - 6 pm Mon. - Sat.
s 010
OotoWa—UMass halfback Rich
Jessamy is grabbed by an
unidentified UMO player in last
307 yards and completed five of 11 passes
for 93 yards.
On the other hand Maine was able to
gain only 79 yards in 31 attempts and the
Bears gained 63 yards through the air with
eight of 20 passes completed.
The loss was Maine's third in a row this
season and their second Yankee
Conference loss. With the victory the
Minutemen evened their record at 1-1 after
an opening loss to Villanova. 17-13.
Maine's next game is this Saturday as
they travel to Bucknell.
Saturday's ballgame. UMO's Scot
Shulmum (88) was also in on the
play. Ward Photo
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